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APAC Partner Co-Marketing Customized Marketing Activity (PCMA) Program
Terms and Conditions
This program will expire on 30 July 2016.
Cisco Systems® reserves the right to cancel or modify this program at any time without
notice.
Program Objective
The APAC Partner Co-Marketing Activity (PCMA) Program on Cisco’s Partner Marketing
Central (PMC) tool (www.cisco.com/go/partnermarketing) is intended to provide Cisco
authorized channel partners ("Partners") with tools and resources to help them market
their companies, the Cisco product and services they sell, and to help increase Cisco
product and service sales through approved co-marketing initiatives. Under the PCMA
Program, Cisco makes available Cisco funds for approved co-marketing activities
distributed to Partners based on the maximum expected return on investment. Cisco
allocates the funding, and reviews and approves payments to Partners based on a
Partner's ability to demonstrate proof of performance and metrics of pre-established
criteria. See Appendix A for “Proof of Performance (POP) and Metrics” details. See
Appendix B for additional terms and conditions applicable to all activities under the
PCMA.

Partner Eligibility
The APAC PCMA Program and associated PMC tool is available to Cisco Certified Gold,
Silver and Premier Partners.
The Program
Cisco will designate for each upcoming Cisco quarterly period a fixed amount of funds to
be allocated to Partners for marketing activities approved under this PCMA Program. The
total funds (if any) to be made available will be determined by Cisco in its sole discretion.
The amount of funds allocated to Partner is evaluated and determined based on the
marketing plan/proposal submitted. PCMA Program funds are managed and distributed
through Partner Marketing Central in accordance with the PCMA Program rules set out in
this document and any additional rules and requirements (which may vary from country
to country) as specified by Cisco in its discretion from time to time (collectively, “Program
Rules and Requirements”). By participating in the Program, you agree to abide by all
Program Rules and Requirements. Note that a standalone, separate agreement may
exist between Cisco and a Partner, which would take precedence to the extent of any
inconsistency over the Program Rules and Requirements.
PCMA Program Applications
Partner Customized Marketing Activity (PCMA) requests
Partner may request partner-originated marketing activities or proposals to be
considered for review by Cisco for potential PCMA funding allocation. Any marketing
activities or proposal eligible for funding under the Cisco Full Service Program or other
Cisco program are not eligible for funding request under this PCMA Program.
Partners must submit via the PMC tool information regarding a proposed marketing
activity or proposal to be considered by Cisco for funding allocation under this PCMA
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Program. Partner must submit the review request on the proposed activity within
the same Cisco FY quarter in which the marketing activity is completed.
Upon completion of the Cisco-approved customized activities, a claim must be
submitted by the Partner along with the required POP and metrics for the activity type.
A claim against a customized marketing application is not paid out until Cisco approval
is granted through the claim review process.





To request an allocation of funds under the PCMA Program, a Partner must follow
the steps outlined below:
 Partners who plan to participate in PCMA Program must either (a) develop a
marketing plan for which Partner is seeking funding by Cisco; or (b) submit a
plan for specific activities for which Partner is seeking funding by Cisco. These
plans must provide sufficient detail of the proposed marketing plan or activity to
enable Cisco to evaluate the proposal and include proposed activity start and
end dates. Plans must be submitted by the quarterly submission timelines
through the CAMs or Country Partner Marketing teams for evaluation by Cisco. 
 PCMA Program funding allocation is managed based on the Cisco fiscal
calendar. PCMA Program funds are available on a quarterly basis and the
activity end date determines the quarter that will fund that activity. Cisco
FY’16 quarters are: 





Q1: July 26, 2016 – October 24, 2016
Q2: October 25, 2016 – January 23, 2016
Q3: January 24, 2016 – April 30, 2016
Q4: May 1, 2016 – July 30, 2016 













All PCMA Program funding must be approved by Cisco within the same Cisco
FY quarter that the funding is used. Approval of the proposed type of activity
guarantee funding allocation but, rather, confirm the eligibility to submit a claim. 
Cisco will provide funding for up to a maximum of 50% of the activity’s cost or
USD 5,000 whichever is lower. The actual amount of funding provided by Cisco
is determined at Cisco’s sole discretion. 
Partner must not apply for PCMA Program funding if their activity will be
funded by other Cisco types of funds. In the event an activity has received
funding or other support under a different Cisco program, Partner must re-pay
Cisco the fund received under this PCMA Program. 
All requests for activities should be made through Partner Marketing Central. No
other routes of application will be accepted. 

Cancellation Process for CMA request
A Partner may cancel a PCMA Program request at any point as long as a claim has not
been submitted against the application. Partners must enter into agreements directly
with the third party vendors (“Vendor”) of their choice for the execution of PCMA
requests. Cisco has no obligation whatsoever in relation to the agreement between the
Partner and Vendor. Partner enters in to agreements with Vendors on Partner’s behalf
only and is not authorised and must not represent any authorization by Cisco to bind
Cisco in any way. If there has been some level of engagement with the Vendor, either
between Cisco or the Partner, and costs have been incurred by the Vendor, the
Partner will be held responsible for any costs associated with the cancelled activity.
The Partner may not use PCMA Program funds to cover these expenses, but must
take full responsibility for these costs.
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Cisco Funds
With the exception of Australian and Japan Partners who can be paid in Australian
Dollars and Japanese Yen respectively, all funding amounts are provided in U.S. dollars.
Any local currency conversions used for planning purposes against Cisco-provided
funding should be based on the budget foreign currency exchange rate established by
Cisco at the beginning of each fiscal year. If offered by Cisco, at its sole discretion, for a
particular program, Partners may elect to receive payments in local currency. However,
if the Partner elects for payment in local currency, the Partner will assume the risk
associated with the fluctuation of the current local currency and the Cisco budget foreign
currency exchange rate.

Funding Expiration
If the Partner executes an activity within the timeframe specified on the PCMA request,
the Partner has until the last day of the following Cisco FY quarter to submit a claim and
then an additional 30 days to submit the POP to support the claim. If these timelines
are not met, the approved PCMA request for funding will expire and the
associated funding will be forfeited. The Partner will be responsible for any payments
owed to vendors for activities associated with expired applications. If the execution or
completion of the activity is delayed beyond the end of the Cisco fiscal quarter for which
the activity was approved initially by Cisco, then at Cisco’s sole discretion, the eligibility
for funding may or may not be extended for the relevant activity.
Activity Claims and Payouts
Claims submitted for reimbursement cannot exceed the approved co-marketing
program request amount and must be supported by the appropriate POP requirements
and metrics outlined in Appendix A.
Funds from Cisco will be disbursed after claims have been submitted and approved.
Payouts for claims may be less than the approved PCMA Program funding amount, at
Cisco's discretion, depending upon the POP received supporting each claim request.
Operational metrics will be evaluated by Cisco to help enable appropriate ROI of
the various activities.
Partners will be liable for all deposits made on their behalf. Partners will be responsible
for reimbursing Cisco for all deposits for cancelled activities or activities that do not fall
within these PCMA Program Requirements.
Cisco does not make any payment to a Partner’s Vendor in any circumstances. All
claims and payout are to be made to the Partner directly and it is the Partner’s
responsibility to pay its Vendor’s in accordance with Partner’s agreement with the
Vendor.
Taxes
Cisco provides funding for the cost incurred for the activity only and will not fund any
taxes (e.g. GST/VAT) charged by Vendors, as taxes incurred would be recoverable.
Partner must specify the tax amount accordingly in the tax invoice as per the
applicable legislation requirement to recover taxes in Partner’s country of business.
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Partners located in Australia and Japan
Australian partners and Japan Partners will be required to submit a US Dollar (USD)
or an Australian Dollar and Japanese Yen invoice respectively to Cisco or the third
party vendor engaged by Cisco managing the claim process before payment is
initiated. Activity claim amounts paid by Cisco are exclusive of all taxes or sales, use,
excise, ad valurem, withholding or other taxes or duties, which will be the responsibility
of the partner. For Australia, if the invoice is issued in USD then the tax invoice will
also be required to display the AUD equivalent amounts as per the GST legislation.
The invoice should be issued to:
Cisco Systems Australia Pty Ltd
ATTN: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Level 10, 80 Pacific Highway North Sydney NSW 2060
Australia
Cisco Systems G.K.
ATTN: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
9.7.1, Akasaka, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107-622, Japan.
Partners located outside Australia and Japan
Partners from Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam will be required to submit a US Dollar
(USD) invoice to Cisco or the third party vendor engaged by Cisco managing the claim
process before payment is initiated. Activity claim amounts paid by Cisco will be
inclusive of all taxes or sales, use, excise, ad valurem, withholding or other taxes or
duties that Cisco has the legal obligation to collect and the payment of any other taxes
or levies to the local regulatory body will the responsibility of the partner
The invoice should be issued to:
Cisco International Limited
Attention: Accounts Payable
9-11 New Square Park
Bedfont Lakes
Feltham, Middlesex
TTW14 8HA
United Kingdom
VAT number: GB 938 8565 62
To facilitate payment, please include the following details in the invoice:
1. PMC Claim # in format “PMC #XXXXX”
2. Description of activity and expenses
3. Corporate bank details :
 Bank name 
 Bank account number 
 ABA/SWIFT/routing number 
 Account holder name 

APAC Partner Co-Marketing Customized Marketing Activity (CMA) Program
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Tax clause
1. In this indirect tax clause, the term indirect tax includes, but is not limited to, VAT, GST and
consumption tax.
2. Cisco regards the payments it makes to the Partner under this program to be remunerations
for marketing services performed by the Partner to Cisco. As such the Partner must issue an
invoice to Cisco to have a payment by Cisco effectuated.
3. Any invoice issued by Partner to Cisco must be issued in conformity with indirect tax
requirements applicable in the country of establishment of the Partner. These indirect tax
requirements include but are not limited to invoice currency requirements. Invoices not issued
in conformity with these requirements will be rejected and returned to the Partner. Contact your
local tax adviser for additional information.
Invoice requirements, applicable on the supply of services, by EU member states can also be
found at the traders’ information pages of the European Commission:
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/taxation/vat/traders/vat_community/index_en.htm.
Partners are responsible for assuring that any payment claim that they submit to Cisco is
treated correctly for indirect taxes. In case local legislation requires a formal tax invoice to be
issued, this will be the responsibility of the Partners.
4. The marketing services that Partner supplies to Cisco under this program may be subject to
VAT/GST in the country where the recipient (i.e., the Partner’s principal) of these services has
its seat of business.


Where CSIBV is the Partner’s principal, the services are VAT taxable in the
Netherlands, per article 44 of EU VAT Directive 2006/112/EG. Where the Partner does
not have its seat of business in the Netherlands, CSIBV will be obliged to account for
VAT per the reverse charge mechanism in the Netherlands, and the Partner should
then not charge VAT.



Where CIL is the Partner’s principal, the services are VAT taxable in the UK, per article
44 of EU VAT Directive 2006/112/EG. Where the Partner does not have its seat of
business in the UK, CIL will be obliged to account for VAT per the reverse charge
mechanism in the UK, and the Partner should then not charge VAT.



Where Cisco Italy is the Partner’s principal, the services are VAT taxable in Italy, per
article 44 of EU VAT Directive 2006/112/EG. Where the Partner does not have its seat
of business in Italy, Cisco Italy will be obliged to account for VAT per the reverse
charge mechanism in Italy, and the Partner should then not charge VAT.



Where Cisco Australia is the Partner’s principal, the services would be taxable and be
subject to GST in Australia, per section 9-5 of A New Tax System (Goods and
Services Tax) Act 1999. Where the Partner does not have its seat of business in
Australia, the VAT treatment would depend on the local VAT regulations in the
partner’s country.



Where Cisco Japan is the Partner’s principal, the services are subject to consumption
tax in Japan under the Consumption Tax Law. Where the Partner does not have its
seat of business in Japan, the VAT treatment would depend on the local VAT
regulations in the partner’s country.

5. Should there be any circumstances at any time whereby either Cisco or the Partner
(hereinafter referred to as: the Parties) believes the VAT treatment should be different, this
change will need to be justified in writing (by a justification letter in which all relevant
regulations and laws leading to this changed conclusion are brought forward) by the Party
claiming this change in VAT treatment and will need to be accepted by the other Party in
writing prior to the issuance of invoices with this altered VAT treatment. If there is no
agreement on the VAT treatment between the Parties, the Parties may jointly appoint an
independent external expert for a final (binding) decision on the treatment. Costs for such
external advice will be borne by the party wishing to change the VAT position as set out above.
6. If it is determined by an external expert that any indirect taxes and similar taxes are due for
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marketing services supplied to Cisco, all payment amounts to which the Partner is entitled are
deemed to be inclusive of such indirect and similar taxes, with the exception of:


Dutch Partners claiming payment from CSIBV



UK Partners claiming payment from CIL



Italian Partners claiming payment from Cisco Italy



Australian Partners claiming payment from Cisco Australia*



Japanese Partners claiming payment from Cisco Japan*

Furthermore, as a local indirect taxpayer, the Partner is responsible for assuring that any
payment claim to Cisco is treated correctly in the broadest sense of the word for indirect tax
purposes. If, based on an external expert's opinion, VAT is due Cisco requires a formal tax
invoice to be issued, on which the local VAT charged is stipulated separately.
* Payments by Cisco Australia and Cisco Japan to Australian and Japanese partners
respectively are exclusive of indirect (e.g. VAT, GST, consumption tax) and similar taxes
7. Cisco cannot be held liable for any costs, including but not limited to penalties or interest
assessed by tax authorities following an incorrect VAT treatment on invoices issued by the
Partner. Cisco reserves its right at all times to request a VAT Credit Memo in cases whereby
VAT was incorrectly charged.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
A. Cisco Co-Branding Guidelines
OPTION 1 – Use company logo with Cisco partner logo
When co-branding collateral, use your company logo and
your Cisco partner logo. When using a Cisco partner logo,

you must comply with the Partner Logo Usage
Guidelines. For more information visit: Partner Logos.
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OPTION 2 – Use company logo with the text “Cisco
Partner”
If the partner logo cannot be reproduced effectively
(size limitation or material limitation) you may use the
text "Cisco Partner" or if space allows, list your specific
partner designation (such as “Cisco Gold Partner”) to
replace your partner logo. The text can be in any font or
color that is readable. Do not try to copy the font or
color from the Cisco logo.

The Cisco corporate logo cannot be used without specific
written permission from Cisco. Use of the Cisco corporate
logo by a partner is rarely approved. Exceptions are made
only when there is a compelling business reason for Cisco
to do so. See this page for more info: Logo and Copyright
Permission Requests. Note: if the Cisco corporate logo is
used, a Cisco corporate logo license agreement with
timestamp is required as additional Proof of Performance.
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B. Proof of Performance Documentation and Metrics Requirements
*Itemized invoice (if activity executed by 3rd Party Vendor): Requirements may include that submitted
invoice be the original invoice issued by the Vendor or a certified true copy of the original invoice.
Activity Type

Reimbursable
Expense

Catalogue
Includes the design and
development of an





Postage
Printing fees
Mailing lists

POP Documentation Required
for Claim Approval



Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Print/Delivery date & proof of
print/ delivery

Metrics Required for
Claim Approval


Number of pieces
distributed
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advertisement within a
catalog


Direct Mail
Includes the design and
development of
collateral and the
distribution of direct
mail pieces.








Print Newsletter/
Communications
Regularly distributed
publications or
announcements
providing information to
a set of subscribers



Print Advertising
Includes advertising for
articles placed within
newspapers, trade
magazines, business
journals, etc.








Postage
Printing fees
Third-party mail
house fees
Graphic
development
Author fees

Subscription
fees
Program
participation
fees
Cost of list
rental
or purchase
Author fees
Printing fees












Outdoor Advertising
Outdoor banner ads,
including stationary and
moving billboards,
internal advertising
banners, posters, and
plasma screens



Development,
production, and
placement of
ad
Author Fees









Description of catalog
Copy of catalogue or agency
tear sheet
Proof of Cisco representation

Development
and production
of ad






Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Date mailed & proof of mail
sent out
Copy of mailer or collateral
Proof of Cisco representation

Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Start and end date & proof of
communication sent out
Copy of newsletter/
communication or agency
tear sheet
Proof of Cisco representation
Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Date of publication
Name of publications
provided with a copy for
inclusion
Copy of tear sheet
Proof of Cisco representation
Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Start and end date
Picture or copy of ad
Agency tear sheet, photo, or
screenshot for electronic
banners
Proof of Cisco representation

Number of pieces
mailed
If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of
appointments set
 Number of leads
 Estimated
pipeline
opportunity



Number of pieces
distributed



Number of pieces
distributed
If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of leads
 Estimated
pipeline
opportunity
 Number of
impressions
If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of leads
 Estimated
pipeline
opportunity
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Radio/TV/Video
Advertising
Includes all forms of
TV, radio, and video
advertising



Web Advertising
Includes advertising for
web banners, side bars,



Development,
production, and
placement of
an
ad



Development
and production
fees











Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Copy of script
Media schedule
Copy of the ad
Proof of Cisco representation
Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Start and end date

Number of
impressions
If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of leads
 Estimated
pipeline
opportunity
 Number of
impressions
 Number of clicks
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pop-ups, full-page ads,
web collage, etc.




Agency fees
Web space
fees





E-Mail Blasts
Design, development,
and distribution of
electronic newsletter
focused technology,
product, solution, or
event.

Web Newsletters and
Communications
Regularly distributed
web based publications
or announcements
providing information to
a set of subscribers





E-mail setup
Author fees











Subscription or
program
participation
cost
Author fees







Telemarketing
Outbound telephone
calling campaigns

List Purchase/ Rental
Subscription
Purchase, rental or
subscription of contact
lists used for
development of client
base, event attendance
generation and demand
generation.






Call center
charges
Collateral
development

Cost of list
purchase or
rental
Subscription or
program
participation
cost







Media schedule
Screenshot of web ad/page,
including view of URL or
agency tear sheet
Proof of Cisco representation

Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Date e-mail was sent & proof
of e-mail sent out
Copy of the e-mail
List of target audience
(optional)
Proof of Cisco representation
Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Distribution start and end
date & proof of
communication sent out
Copy of newsletter or
communication
Proof of Cisco representation
Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Copy of call script
Call start and end dates
Number of outbound calls
Sample of collateral (optional)
Proof of Cisco representation

If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of leads
 Estimated
pipeline
opportunity
 Number of emails
sent
 Open rate
 Click through rate
If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of leads
 Estimated
pipeline
opportunity













Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Number of names purchased
Or rented subscription start
and end dates




Number of pieces
distributed
Number of clicks

Number of leads
Number of
appointments set
Estimated
pipeline
opportunity
Number of
outbound calls
Number of
names
purchased or
rented
Number of leads
Estimated
pipeline
opportunity
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Paid Searches
Search Engine
Marketing (SEM)
advertising is a type of
online marketing that
increases visibility of
your company website
in search engine
results. Three common




Search engine
fees






Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Start and end date
Screenshot of paid ad,
including view of URL
List of ad words purchased
Proof of Cisco representation



Number of
impressions
 Number of clicks
If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of leads
 Estimated
pipeline
opportunity
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search engines are
Google, Yahoo, and
MSN Live Search
Seminars/Events
Examples
1. Partner hosted
events at a rented
space (e.g. sporting
venues) with formal
presentations.
2. Partner led event in
which end customers
are invited to hear a
third party speak to a
Cisco related topic (e.g.
unified
communications.)
Note: There must be a
strong Cisco
advertising element.








Event location
Speaker fees
Food and nonalcoholic drinks
Audio/visual
fees
Event related
equipment
rentals
Event planning

Non-reimbursable
expenses:
 Alcohol
 Travel fees
 Demo
equipment
 Cancellation
fees









Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Description of the event
including Cisco’s involvement
Copy of invitation
Copy of presentation or
agenda
List of attendees (optional)
Proof of Cisco representation
Event photos








Number of invites
Number of
attendees
Number of leads
Number of
appointments set
Estimated
Pipeline
opportunity
Number of
registrants




Trade Shows/ Vendor
Fairs/ Floor Day





Booth space
Furnishing
costs
Shipping
Signage
Event planning








Webinars
Web broadcasts





Broadcast fees
Subscription
fees






Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Description of the trade show
including Cisco’s involvement
Proof of Cisco representation
Trade show photos

Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Description of the web
broadcast including Cisco’s
involvement
Copy of invitation
Copy of presentation or
agenda
List of attendees (optional)
Proof of Cisco representation

Number of
attendees
 Number of leads
 Number of
appointments set
 Estimated
pipeline
opportunity
 Number of
registrants
 Number of invites
 Number of
attendees
 Number of
registrants
If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of leads
 Estimated
Pipeline
opportunity
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Sponsorships
Specific investment to
allow the participation
and promotion of
Cisco’s presence at
tradeshows, events
(including on line
events). There should
be a strong promotional





Participation
fees
Cost of
securing
a booth






Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Description of sponsorship
including Cisco’s involvement
Copy of presentation or
agenda (if applicable)
Sponsorship photos
Proof of Cisco representation



Number of
attendees
If it is DG, please
provide:
 Number of leads
 Estimated
Pipeline
opportunity
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benefit to Cisco


Success Stories
Includes development
of success stories
(video or written)






Printing fees
Production fees
Author fees
Graphics








Itemized invoice (if activity
executed by 3rd party vendor)
Date of launch
Number of pieces printed
(written)
Copy of completed written
success story
Number of views (video)
URL of completed success
story video
Proof of Cisco representation




Number of pieces
distributed
(written)
Number of views
(video)
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Appendix B
Additional Terms and Conditions
1.
BACKGROUND. The Cisco Partner Co-Marketing Program described in this document (“Program”)
provides participating Cisco authorized channel partners ("Partners") with tools, services and other resources
to help them market and promote their products, services and solutions. Approved Partners will have an
opportunity to work with Cisco or its designated marketing vendors to develop and design campaigns around
Cisco products or services, with a portion of the approved costs to be funded by Cisco. For the avoidance of
doubt, Cisco reserves the right to approve funding or payments related to the Program in its sole and absolute
discretion.
2.
PROGRAM RULES. As a condition to participating in the Program and receiving any funds from
Cisco, Partner agrees to comply with all terms and conditions of this Partner Co-Marketing Program
Requirements document, including the Terms and Conditions set forth in this Appendix B (collectively, the
"Requirements"). Cisco may update the Requirements from time to time in its sole discretion; and all such
changes to the Requirements shall be binding on Partner. Cisco will exercise commercially reasonable
efforts to advise Partner of material changes to the Requirements. These Requirements cover all aspects of
your participation in the Program and remain in effect even if you leave the Program.
3.
PARTIAL FUNDING AND LIABILITY. Cisco shall have sole discretion in determining the proposed
Partner marketing activities to receive Program funding and the amount of funding. All funds remain the
property of Cisco until paid. Amounts approved for any Program activity may be reduced or revoked in
Cisco’s sole discretion and Partner is liable for any balance due. To receive funding, all approved marketing
activities must be completed before the expiration of any schedule set by Cisco. Partner is solely liable for
any cost, fee or other liability assumed under any agreement entered into between Partner and any third
party vendor associated with the Program. Partner acknowledges and agrees that Cisco is not a surety or
guarantor of Partner’s payment or performance under any third party agreement.
4.
PROGRAM LIMITATIONS. Participation in the Program is at Partner’s sole risk. CISCO
DISCLAIMS ALL PROMISES OR GUARANTEES THAT ANY MARKETING CAMPAIGN OR OTHER
PROGRAM ACTIVITY WILL BE SUCCESSFUL OR OTHERWISE LEAD TO AN INCREASE IN SALES OR
PROFITS, IMPROVE GROWTH OR ACHIEVE ANY OTHER DESIRED RESULT CONTEMPLATED BY
THE PARTNER.
5.
CHANNEL AGREEMENT; ORDER OF PRECEDENCE. As a condition to participating in the
Program, all Partners must have in place a direct channel agreement with Cisco authorizing the resale of
Cisco products or services (a "Channel Agreement"), which may be either a Systems Integrator Agreement,
or an Indirect Channel Partner Agreement, or other similar agreement; and the participating Partner agrees
that all of the terms of such Channel Agreement (including all terms relating to compliance with global anticorruption terms and applicable laws) apply to all of Partner's activities under the Program. In the event of a
conflict between the terms of a Channel Agreement and these Requirements, the terms of the Channel
Agreement will control.
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6.
COMPLIANCE WITH GLOBAL ANTI-CORRUPTION TERMS. In addition to compliance with all anticorruption terms set forth in the Channel Agreement, Partner represents and agrees that:
(a)
it shall only use the Program funding or other resources made available under the Program for
lawful
purposes,
consistent
with
Cisco’s
Anti-Corruption
Policy
(posted
at
http://www.cisco.com/legal/anti_corruption.html) and solely as approved by Cisco; and
(b) before receipt of any particular funding from Cisco under the Program, at least one of Partner’s
representatives who supports Partner’s business with Cisco has taken, within the last twelve (12)
months,
Cisco’s
on-line
anti-corruption
training
(free
of
charge),
available
at:
http://cisco.partnerelearning.com. [Note: You may use your Cisco Partner CCO ID and password to
launch into such training web site. Once in the site, you will be directed to the Cisco Partner Education
web page, where you can use the “Search” box (top right) to find the “Anti-Corruption” training. This
training is available in various languages that you can select: English, Chinese, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Spanish, Polish and Portuguese. Contact publicsectorcompliance@cisco.com if you have
questions regarding this training.]
7. HIRING. Partner agrees that under no circumstances shall any employees or contractors hired as a result
of the PCMP Requirements, or the funding provided hereunder, be deemed to be employees or contractors of
Cisco and Partner agrees to defend and indemnify Cisco against any and all such claims, howsoever arising.
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